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To translate is to convey I t is to move something without altering 

it. 1 This is its original meaning and this is what happens in trans

latory motion. Such too, by analogy with translatory motion, the 

translation of languages. Yet the substratum across which the sense 

of words is translated from language to language does not appear 

to have the requisite evenness and continuity; things can get bent, 

broken or lost on the way T he assumption that there is a uniform 

space through which meaning . may glide without modulation is 

more than just a na!ve delusion, however. Only by assuming its 

pure and unconditional existence in the first place can any precise 

knowledge of the pattern of deviations from this imaginary con

dition be gained. 

I would like to suggest that something similar occurs in archi

tecture between the drawing and the building, and that a similar 

suspension of critical disbelief is necessary in order to enable a r

chitects to perform their task at all. I would like to suggest also that, 

while such an enabling fiction may be made explicit, this has not 

been done in architecture, and that because of this inexplicitness a 

curious situation has come to pass in which, while on the one hand 

the drawing might be vastly overvalued, on the other the properties 

of drawing - its peculiar powers in relation to its putative subject, 

the building - are hardly recognized at all. Recognition of the 

drawing's power as a medium turns out, unexpectedly, to be re

cognition of the drawing's distinctness from and unlikeness to the 

thing that is represented, rather than its likeness to it, which is 

neither as paradoxical nor as dissociative as it may seem. 

Before embarking on the investigation of drawing's role in archi

tecture, a few more words might be spent on language; more 

particularly, on the common antilogy that would have architecture 
.... '---

be like language but also independent of it. All things with con-

ceptual dimension are like language, as all grey things are like 

elephants. A great deal in architecture may be language-like with

out being language. Some might say that the recent insistence that 

architec ture is a language is only the last wave of a persistent verbal 

tide eroding vision, bedevilling our ability to see without language 

to guide our eyes (Fig. 1). In the words of the poet Paul Valery, used 

as the title of a recent biography of an American artist, 'seeing is 

forgetting the name of the thing one sees' .2 Can we really be cer

tain? Might not this purism be in danger of becoming a ridiculous 

piety? Having recognized that words effect vision, we are under no 

moral obligation to expel them from it, even if the expulsion could 

be achieved. I t is understandable that, in the interest of the integ

rity of our art, we should imagine it contaminated by other forms 

of communication, just as it is understandable that, in the interest 

of its aggrandizement, we should imagine it comparable to lan

guage. But this is only to offer excuses for the possession of incom

patible ideas . 

Fastidiousness about the purity of vision arises from a fear that 

all distinction will be lost as one category forces itself into another. 

\ Ve protect it because we think it in danger of being overwhelmed 

by a more powerful agency. With our minds fixed on the pre

dominance of language we might even risk enclosing architecture 

within its own compound, denying it communication with any

thing else to preserve its integrity. T his would be possible, yet it 

seems very unlikely to occur because, for architecture, even in the 

solitude of pretended autonomy, there is one unfailing communi

cant, and that is the drawing. 

Some English art historians have been directing attention to 

the transactions between language and the visual arts: Michael 

Baxandall with the early I talian humanists,3 T.J. Clark with 

French nineteenth-century painting/ and Norman Bryson with 

seventeenth- and eighteenth-century French painting.5 T heir 

studies, which have advanced art history into an area never 

properly investigated, show painters and commentators trying to 

extricate painting from language or trying to accommodate to it, in 

what was not so much a war between the verbal and the visible as 
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an economy between them, full of friction though the deals back 

and forth may have been. I have found their work invaluable and 

stimulating. It seems to me, however, that this economy dominated 

by the trade between two powers cannot be transferred to the study 

of architecture without adaption, for the architectural drawing 

constitutes a third force that may well equal those of the artwork 

and its commentaries. 

My own suspicion of the enormous generative part played by 

architectural drawing stems from a brief period of teaching in an 

art college.6 Bringing with me the conviction that architecture and 

the visual arts were closely allied, I was soon struck by what seemed 

at the time the peculiar disadvantage under which architects 

labour, never working directly with the object of their thought, 

always working at it through some intervening medium, almost 

always the drawing, while painters and sculptors, who might spend 

some time on preliminary sketches and maquettes, all ended up 

working on the thing itself which, naturally, absorbed most of their 

attention and effort. I still cannot understand, in retrospect, why 

the implications of this simple observation had never been brought 

home to me before. The sketch and maquette are much closer to 

painting and sculpture than a drawing is to a building, and the 

process of development - the formulation - is rarely brought to a 

conclusion within these preliminary studies. Nearly always the 

most intense activity is the construction and manipulation of the 

final artefact, the purpose of preliminary studies being to give suf

ficient definition for final work to begin, not to provide a complete 

determination in advance, as in architectural drawing. T he result

ing displacement of effort and indirectness of access still seem to 

me to be distinguishing features of conventional architecture con

sidered as a visual art, but whether always and necessarily dis

advantageous is another question. 

Two divergent definitions of the possibilities for architecture fol

low from the recognition of this displacement. We may choose to 

join architecture to the other visual arts more securely by insisting 

that only that which the architect manipulates with his own hands 

is his work. I t is all too clear that this new intimacy would first 

require a divorce because, as we gained more direct access to the 

work) we would be relinquishing claim to the architecture that 

now flourishes within the political, economic and social order. If 

architecture were redefined in this way, it might become more 

scrupulous and less responsible, smaller and less predictable, worth 

less but better, as the hope would be, would it not, that in giving up 

grandiose pretensions to represent and define the social world in 

both its imaginative and active aspects (a project the unlikelihood 

of which is comparable to the unlikelihood of compiling a legal 

code that is also a good novel - an ambition that can only be 

confounded in practice) architecture may, by contraction and con

centration, constitute itself anew? \!Veil, this consolidation through 

withdrawal is already under way, and the problem is that it has 

become exactly this: a consolidation, a restoration, a simple reloc

ation of investment within the region staked out long ago as 

belonging to architecture. 

What might have occurred in architecture, but did not, occurred 

outside it, and indeed outside painting and sculpture, in so far as 

these are categorically defined. 7 To insist on direct access to the 

work may only be to designate the drawing as the real repository of 

architectural art. I t may also be to reject drawing out of hand. 

Of the works beyond the pale of architecture earth art, per

formance, installations, constructions - which nevertheless deal 

with recognizably architectural themes, several are remarkable not 

just for the fact that they make little or no use of drawing, but for 

the impossibility of their development through this medium. 

The work of the Los Angeles artist James Turrell may be used 

as an instance.8 The mainstay of Turrell's work through the late 

1960s and 1970s was the artificially lit room (Fig. 2). Most archi

tectural of these were a series of empty spaces which, if drawn up 
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2. Installations at Capp 

Street Project 

(left: Orca, right: hmw). 
San Francisco, b} .Janws 

·r urrcll. 198!. 

within current architectural conventions, could only construed as 

indicative of witless simplicity. Their effect as installations can 

none the less be completely overwhelming. Such directly appre

hensible qualities as they possess have nothing to do with the 

presence of the artisfs hands, feelings or personality. Fabricated 

as they are with tremendous precision and parsimony, there is 

no more trace of Turrell in these rooms than of Mies in the most 

sparse of Miesian interiors. Evoking gushes of transcendental mys

tification from some critics,9 Turrell's work is, all the same, quite 

easy to understand and appreciate since it has to do with observers 

not being able to believe their own eyes. You look into something 

which you know is another rectangular room with batteries of 

fluorescent tubes on the back of the partition through which you 

peer. You can see how it works. You can put your hands into it. You 

can even see, standing out against the haze of illumination that 

moves from mauve through to pink, evidence of some earlier 

investigator who took it into his head to climb into the illusion, 

] 

leaving his footprints in the otherwise spotless, spaceless interior. 

Even then, only by deduction can you maintain either the depth 

of the room or the emptiness of it, for the light looks, if not solid, 

then incredibly dense, as if its luminosity would not so much reveal 

the image of anything thrust into it as devour it. Take a few steps 

back and it is impossible to envisage its depth even by an act of 

conscious will, a few more and the screen-like aperture through 

which you looked seems to be standing out as a block of light in 

blatant contravention of what you know to be true. 10 The most 

remarkable properties of Turrell's installations are local and not 

transportable. The result of direct observation of the play of elec

tric light on white-painted surfaces and countless experiments in 

situ, they cannot be adequately illustrated or photographed after 

their construction, and there is no way that even the vaguest hint of 

their effect could have originated through drawing. In this respect 

Turrell's illuminated spaces of the 1970s and 1980s - Orca, Raemar, 

the f.#dgework series, etc. - were further removed from drawing and 

the drawable than the earlier works in which shapes of light were 

projected onto walls through cut templates. Turrell made and pub

lished (and sold) preliminary drawings for some of these. One can

not imagine such drawings making any sense in the later works. By 

continuing in the same medium while eliminating the projector, 

Turrell was effectively taking his work outside the range of the 

drawing, for it was their projected shape that made works like 

Afrum drawable (Fig. 3). 

The drawing has intrinsic limitations of reference. Not all things 

architectural (and Turrell's rooms are surely architectural) can be 

arrived at through drawing. There must also be a penumbra of 

qualities that might only be seen darkly and with great difficulty 

through it. If judgement is that these qualities in and around the 

shadow line are more interesting than those laid forth clearly in 

drawing, then such drawing should be abandoned, and another 

way of working instituted. 

, 

• 
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Returning momentarily to the recently vaunted status of archi

tectural drawing within the schools: to regard a drawing as a work 

of art as we usually understand it is to regard it as something to 

be consumed by the viewer, so that his rapacious appetite for for

mulated experience may be assuaged. Any further use attributable 

to it is incidental and detrimental in so far as it may reduce its value 

as food for consciousness. We have witnessed, over the past fifteen 

years, what we think of as a rediscovery of the architectural draw

ing. This rediscovery has made drawings more consumable, but 

this consumabili ty has most often been achieved by redefining their 

representational role as similar to that of early twentieth-century 

paintings, in the sense of being less concerned with their relation to 

what they represent than with their own constitution. And so the 

drawings themselves have become the repositories of effects and 

the focus of attention, while the transmutation that occurs between 

drawing and building remains to a large extent an enigma . 

The second possibility flows directly from this. If one way of al

tering the definition of architecture is to insist on the architect's 

direct involvement, either calling the drawing 'art' or pushing it 

aside in favour of unmediated construction, the other would be to 

use the transitive, commutative properties of the drawing to better 

effect. This latter option - which I call the unpopular option I 

wish to discuss in this article. 

The two options, one emphasizing the corporeal properties of 

things made, the other concentrating on the disembodied prop

erties in the drawing, are diametrically opposed: in the one corner, 

involvement, substantiality, tangibility, presence, immediacy, direct 

action; in the other, disengagement, obliqueness, abstraction, medi

ation and action at a distance. They are opposed but not neces

sarily incompatible. It may be that, just as some fifteenth-century 

painters (Masaccio, Piero, Mantegna, Pinturicchio, Leonardo) com

bined the pithy irregularities of naturalism with the compositional 

regularities of perspective construction, so architects might con-

3. Preparatory drawing 

for A.frum, by James 
Turrell, 1967. 

ccivably combine, in such a way as to enhance both, the abstract 

and the corporeal aspects of their work. Instead, they stand next 

to each other, in an unpropitious sort of way, as alternative candi

dates. Argumentative opposition is usually stifling. A tug of war 

\\·orks better between rugby teams than between opposed concepts 

or practices, yet this is the way we insist on playing games. I would 

like to avoid this partisanship, so much more effective in drowning 

out sense than articulating it, but it should be said that in the 

present climate the tendency is generally to place the abstract and / 

the instrumental within the orbit of a suspect, culpable profession- .. 

alism, allowing the direct and experiential presence only within a 

covert architecture which can never be revealed fully in the former, 

and which shows up as so many sporadic episodes of resistance. In 

consequence the direct and experiential appears far more ethical 

and far more interesting, far more at risk and far more real than the 

indirect and abstract approach. This can only be acknowledged as 161 

true to the degree that the varieties of indirectness abstraction and 
' 



5. The 01igin qf Painling, by 

K arl E Schinkel. 1830. 

I. 17te Oni;in qf Painling, by 
Da,·id Allan, l 773. 

instrumentality found in practice are puerile, obstructive and dull , 

which on the whole they are, as also are the artistic pretensions of 

the schools. A contest between two kinds of dullness cannot be ex

pected to come to much, even if it does ensure fairness. 

A distinction might be made between the object of drawing as 

practised in a rchitecture and drawing as practised traditionally in 

\\'estern art. A story of the origin of drawing, derived from Pliny 

the Elder 1 and recycled into the visual arts as subject-matter in the 

eighteenth century (like all stories of origins, far more revealing of 

the time of its telling than of the time of which it tells), shows this 

up nicely. The story is of Diboutades tracing the shadow of her 

departing lover. If we compare versions by two neo-classical artists, 

one exclusively a painter, the other better known as an architect, 

some indicative differences become apparent. 

Dm icl Allan's The Origin of Painting of 1773 (Fig. 4) shows the cou

ple in an interior, the dressed stone wall of which provides a plane 

surface upon which Diboutades traces the shadow made by an oil 

lamp, placed at the same level as the sitter's head, on a ledge close 

at hand. K arl F Schinkel's unusual variation on this theme was 

painted in 1830 (Fig. 5). Significantly, and in contrast to most other 

treatments (as well as departing from Pliny), the architect chose, 

not an architectural interior for his reconstruction of the event, but 

a pastoral scene with shepherds and shepherdesses. 12 In place of 

the worked surface of stone, a naturally exposed face of rock. In 

place of the lamp, the light of the sun. Both paintings, true to the 

original story, show drawing as a function of projection, and both 

show quite clearly the combination of elements required: a source 

of light, a subject upon which it plays, a surface behind the subject, 

and something to trace with. Schinkel, however, shows the mini-

mum of material artifice needed to accomplish this. To judge from 163 

his painting, the first human mark put on nature might well have 
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been the line of charcoal on the rock, while in Allan's the accoutre

ments of civilization were already in place to provide the necessary 

circumstances for this late, charming and reflective accessory So 

it is perhaps equally pertinent that, while Diboutades herself 

performs the task in Allan's painting, it has been delegated to a 

muscular shepherd in Schinkel 's. 

The artifice shown by Schinkel is that of an already organized 

social structure of deference in which is expressed also the dis

tinction between thought and labour, a distinction absent in the 

more intimate surroundings of Allan's painting. In Schinkel's 

version drawing precedes building, in Allan's it follows from it. O f 

the two, it was the architect who was obliged to show the first 

drawing in a pre-architectural setting, because without drawing 

there could be no architecture, at least no classical architecture 

constructed on the lines of geometrical definition. In Schinkel's 

work, drawing is, from the beginning, a divided activity, resolvable 

into a prior act of thought and a consequent manual undertaking 

which the arrival of architecture would duplicate, on a much larger 

scale, as the difference between design and construction. In this 

instance the man is servant to the woman: she conceives; he does. 

At least as important in the symptomatology is the manner of 

lighting. Allan uses a lamp, that is, a local, point source of illumi

nation from which issue divergent rays. Schinkel uses the sun, that 

is a source so remote that its rays have to be regarded as travelling 
' 

parallel to one another past the earth. T he two kinds of light cor-

respond to the two types of projection, based on divergent pro

jectors, which played a crucial part in painting through the 

development of perspective; and parallel projection, based on 

parallel projectors, which has played an equally crucial, though far 

less well-recognized role in architecture through the development 

of orthographic projection. The painter's version less remote, more 

intimate less differentiated; the architect's more remote, public, 
' 

insistent on differentiation. J ust as we would expect, perhaps, but 

·c.c expression of these tendencies in Schinkel betrays a the specu1 . 

{. · al proclivitu o-iving drawing a priority, potency and gen-pro css10n .• ,, o· , . . 

l.t 110t evident m Allan s renditiOn. era 1 Y . . 
The most notable difference of all, however, IS registered only 

. 1 ]1·que way in the two paintings. This has to do with the m an o) 
subject-matter of the artist's work. In painting, ~ntil well into 

the twentieth century, the subject was always, as m the story of 

Diboutades, taken from nature. I t may have suffered vast ideal

ization, distortion or transmogrification, but the subject, or some-

' 

· like it is held to exist prior to its representation. T his is not t lll1g ' . 

true of architecture, which is brought into existence through 

drawing. The subject-matter (the building or space) will exist ajler 

the drawing, not before it. I could list various riders and quali

fications to this principle, which may be called the principle of 

reversed directionaliry in drawing, to show that it may occasionally be 

complicated, but these would not alter the fact that, statistically 

speaking, if I may put it that way, it gives a good account. We might 

surmise, then, that the absence of an architectural setting in 

Schinkel's painting is a recognition of this reversal, by which the 

drawing must come before the building, of so little consequence to 

Allan the painter, who follows Pliny, innocently imagining that 

architecture developed to classical maturity without its aid. 

Drawino· in architecture is not done after nature, but prior to b 

construction; it is not so much produced by reflection on the reality 

outside the drawing, as productive of a reality that will end up 

outside the drawing. T he logic of classical realism is stood on its 

head, and it is through this inversion that architectural drawing has 

obtained an enormous and largely unacknowledged generative 

power: by stealth. For, when I say unacknowledged, I mean un

acknowledged in principles and theory. D rawing's hegemony over 

the architectural object has never really been challenged. All that 

has been understood is its distance from what it represents, hence 

its periodic renunciation ever since Philip Webb rejected the whims 
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. 
of paper architecture - while continuing to draw prodigiously. 1 1 

There are all sorts of curious reminders as to the subliminal accep

tance, beneath the level of words, of its singular priority within 

the art of architecture, if art it be, such as in architectural portraits, 

where, as a rule with but few exceptions, and as in VVillison's por

trait of Robert Adam (Fig. 6), they are portrayed with their draw

ings, as are sculptors with their sculptures and painters with their 

canvases, estranged, for posterity, from the results of their labour, 

the clients more usually retaining the privilege of being portrayed 

with the building. 11 

It would take much more than an article to reveal the full extent 

of drawing's intrusive role in the development of architectural 

forms, or to investigate the way in which it creates a translatory 

medium of this or that consistency. Three instances must suffice to 

give some idea of what we are dealing with. 

The importance of orthographic projection has already been al

luded to. Although the geometric principle of parallel projection 

was understood in late antiquity, Claudius Ptolemy having des

cribed it in a work on sundials around AD 300,'5 evidence of its use 

in architectural drawing is not found until the fourteenth century. 

The earliest more or less consistent orthographic projection of a 

building to have survived is a large, detailed elevation of the 

Campanile of S. Maria del Fiore, preserved in the Opera del 

Duomo in Siena and thought to be a copy of an original by Giotto, 

produced after 1334 (Fig. 7).16 To say that this was the first instance 

is not deny the existence of many drawings of a similar sort 

plans, elevations and sections going back to the second millen

nium BC. But the Campanile drawing required two imaginative 

steps never before taken together, as far as I know. First, a com

pletely abstract conception of projector lines; 17 secondly, an ability 

to conceive of the thing being represented (the surface of the 

building) as not equivalent to the surface of representation not 

quite. The corner bastions of the tower, with their chamfered sides, 

6. Robert Adam, by 

G. Willison, c. 1770 75. 

and the diagonal Gothic windows above are drawn obliquely but 

with no indication of perspectival recession. In other detailed 

medieval drawings that have survived, orthographic relations are 

held for all the parts of a facade that are frontal and close to being 

coplanar, but not in surfaces receding at an angle from the picture 

plane. 111 In other words, the orthography applied only if the build

ing itself was identified by the draughtsman as sufficiently sheet

like and frontal. To maintain effectively - as did the author of the 

campanile drawing the relations between an array of invisible 

parallel projectors, a plane onto which they are projected at right 

angles, and other surfaces at various angles to the plane of 

projection required, at that time, insight of a different order; a 

good reason, perhaps, for accepting, in the absence of firmer docu

mentary evidence, Gioseffi's contested ascription,1!1 since it is ac

knowledged that as a painter Giotto gave to the presentation of 

pictorial space far greater coherence than his predecessors. 

"\comparison of the Campanile drawing with the highly devel-
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7. Elevation of project 
for the Campanile of 
S. l\laria del Fiore, Florence, 
Giouo copyist, after 1334·. 

8. Egyptian drawing 
board. Lcli-hand area 
inscribed around l·WO BC 

oped proto-orthography of ancient Egypt, so well 

preserved on a drawing board of around 1400 BC 

now in the British Museum (Fig. 8), reveals not 

only greater reliance on outline in the Egyptian 

example and the compensatory flattening of the 

figure across the shoulders, preparing it for re

embodiment in the fossilized compressed form of 

a bas-relief, but also reliance on a manual activity 

- the sculptor's chisel cutting straight into the face 

of the cubic stone on which the profile was to be 

inscribed - to make the projectors tangible. Prior 

to the abstractions of orthographic projection, 

projectors could be kept in mind through the 

thoroughly physical realization given them in the 

fabrication of reliefs and sculptures.20 

Another choice presents itself: two quite differ

ent possibilities attendant on the use of architec-

-

L 
• 

tural drawing are discernible in the Campanile drawing. It could 

rest on the simple and primitive expedient of assuming near equi

valence between the surface of the drawing and the mural surface 

it represents. Through the miracle of the flat plane, lines transfer 

with alacrity from paper to stone and the wall becomes a petrified 

drawing, inscribed or embossed to lesser or greater degree. Much 

of this ancient identity remains with us to this day, carried, through 

classicism, into the professional pastime we call implying depth. To 

imply depth within a solid three-dimensional body is to conceive of 

it as being made up of flat surfaces modulated within a thin layer 

yet giving the impression of being much deeper. I t is to attempt to 

make virtual space and real space at one and the same time and in 

the same place - a sophisticated idea utilizing simple technical 

means. In Palladia's sketch of the S. Petronio facade (Fig. 9) the 

close alignment (but not quite identity) between drawing and 

building is at once obvious. This is the kind of architecture that 

so much fascinated Alberti: a massive, monumental architecture 
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q l.track dra" ing lor 
S. Petronio, Bologna, 

JJ) \ndrca Palladio, 

IS72 !J. 

engendered from the etiolate~, reduced, bodiless elements of ' lines 

and angles which comprise and form the face of the building'/1 an 

architecture made through drawing and made of the same species 

of illusion as is to be found in drawing. For into its patterns of lines 

stopping and starting we project, by a well-understood reflex of 

m·erclctcrmination/2 a deeper space. And in just the same way we 

project into the solid buildings of Alberti, Bramante, Raphael, 

Giulio Romano and Palladia, borne along by the same absorbing 

reflex of overdetermination, the illusions of drawing. 

I feel as uncomfortable discussing implied depth, which has 

become one of architecture's most hallowed shibboleths, as I do 

when wearing someone else's suit. It is nevertheless necessary to 

do so, if only to point out how the pursuit of this particular illusion 

has retarded architectural vision by keeping it restricted within 

the confines of particular conventions. Yet to assert that these con-

\'Cntions were historically uninteresting or fruitless would be to 171 

adopt an easy and false posture of disdain. In fact they were 



responsible for establishing the drawing as a viable medium, allow

ing the architect to spill his imagination onto it, sure in the know

ledge that much of the effect would travel. 

Only with this reassurance of sufficient affinity between paper 

and wall could the drawing have become the locus of the archi

tect's activity, capable of absorbing all his attentions and then 

transporting his ideas into buildings without undue disfigurement. 

Still, if its advantage was the ease of translation, its disadvantage 

stemmed from the same source: too close a likeness, too cautious a 

lia ison, too much bound up in the elaboration of frontalities. 

I t may seem obvious that only when fighting this tendency, 

seeing outside the drawing technique, his imagination soaring 

above the confines of the medium, can an architect create fully 

embodied three-dimensional forms. Obvious it most certainly 

seems, because everyone believes it to be true. I t is also demon

strably false. I come now to the second possibility attendant on the 

use of parallel projection. The assurance and relative precision 

with which the splayed surfaces were projectively determined in 

the Campanile drawing indicates that the draughtsman did not 

need to imprison forms within orthography. Although the corres

pondence of frontal surface and sheet was still dominant, there is 

at least a hint that through the rigour of the technique, not despite 

it, the represented surfaces might prise themselves from the surface 

of representation, floating free from their captivity in paper - no, 

attempts at vivid phrasing can do so much damage. R igorous pro

jection does not free anything, not in the sense of emancipation. 

Things are just made more manipulable within the scope of the 

drawing. For any material object to obtain freedom is for its 

handler to lose control of it, and that does not happen. 

T hink of a sheet of paper sprouting thousands of imaginary 

orthogonals from its surface. In conventional architectural draw-

172 ing, conservative and fearful of losing conformity, they would not 

need to be very long before meeting up with the edges of the 

. . 1 d-down surface behind the paper to which the lines imagmar y sea e . 
c d · o· correspond and as in the Egyptian sculptor's of the rawmo ' ' . . . 

· I d ·nO' they arc often identified w1th the direction of clc\·atiOna rawi t>> • • • 

. . · the stone or more recently, w1th the direction of innsiOn mto ' . 

I · 1· d layeriiw in service of phenomenal transparency; m mu tip Ie ~ o . 

. . , , l they act as ouide rails into the bhndness of an as yet nthci C\ en , o 

I.. d d1· mension - short ones securely attached at both ends. unrca IZC 

'I ·r tl1ey were lono·er and more abstract? Would it strain the \\ l<lt 1 b 

I · t' power of visualization? Would it endanger his control? arr 11tec s 

\\'ould it jeopardize translation? 

The next example I would like to consider involves one detail of a 

small building by Philibert de l'Orme. D e l'Orme, a truly fascin

ating subject, did more to wrest orthographic projection from 

the predominantly painterly usage of earlier practitioners (Piero, 

Raphael, perhaps Giotto) than anyone, and his work deserves bet

ter elucidation than I am able to give it in this article. For the sake 

of the argument, however, this one incident will have to do. 

In the dome of the Royal Chapel at Anet, a chateau west of Paris 

enlarged for Diane de Poi tiers by de l'Orme after 154 7, can be seen 

a net of lines, not exactly ribs and not exactly coffers, neither spiral 

nor radial (Fig. 10). They arc nevertheless laid out and carved 

\\ith unusual precision. Moreover, their properties, hard at first to 

describe in stylistic, geometric or structural terms, are directly 

acce'lSible to vision. Most noticeable of all is the continuous ex

pansion of lozenges, rib thicknesses and angles of intersection as 

tlwy extend down from the oculus towards the base of the dome. 

The effect is of a coherent diffusion and enlargement or, con

versely, of concentration, remoteness and rotary acceleration 

towards the lantern. There has never been anything quite like it 

and, although there are similarly patterned apse heads (as in the 

portico of Peruzzi's Palazzo Nl assimo, Rome), Roman coffers (as in 
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I 0. Royal Chapel, Ancl, 

by Philibert de I'Orme, 

1547 52. View into dome. 

the Temple of Venus in Rome outside the Domus Aurea) and 

pavements (as in Michelangelo's Campidoglio pavement, possibly 

designed in 1538, though not laid till much later), which de l'Orme 

could have known about, there is one crucial difference. \ 'Vhile all 

these others were determined metrically, de l'Orme's was deter

mined projectively. vVe know this because he tells us so: 

Ceux qui voudront prendre Ia peine, cognoistront ce que ie ely par Ia voutc 

spherique, laquelle i'ay faict faire en Ia Chapclle du chaste au cl' Ann ct. 

avecques plusieurs sortes de branches rempantes au contraire l'un de 

!'autre, & faisant par mesme moyen leurs compartiments qui sont aplomb 

& perpenclicule, dessus le plan & pave de ladicte Chappellc.l1 

This statement suggests that the pattern in the paving is similar to 

that in the dome, and since this is exactly what we find on the floor 

of Anet and since de l'Orme has specified perpendicular lines that 

project into each other, we might let the case rest, as indeed his 

commentators have.2 ' 

\ \'ords arc such powerful things, and when they correspond to 

, isual impressions the floor looks like the dome - they may 

reasonably stand as proof. Strange to say, this was all an elaborate 

hoa~ b) de l'Orme, or at least I cannot think of any other ex

planation for why he should have gone to such lengths to cover his 

tracks. · ~lore interesting than whether it was a hoax or not is why 

no one noticed the difference. And far more interesting than either 

is the method he did use to derive the criss-crossing curves under 

the dome. 
One reason it was not recognized is that all the drawings made of 

the chapel from the SL-xteenth to the late nineteenth century are 

manifestly incorrect, unable always to transfer the tracery of the 

dome. or even the pattern of the floor, without gross bungling 

(Fig. II ), though the rest of each of the drawings is quite com

petent. 'h Yet a look at the patterns in the dome and on the floor of 

the actual building would be enough to convince anyone of the 

impossibility of de l'Orme's claim. Simply count the number of 

intersections along one of the eighteen longitudinal lines of the 

dome, and then count the number of intersections along a cor

responding radius on the floor. In the dome there arc eight, on the 

floor six. This alone is conclusive proof that no parallel projection 

could map the one into the other. De l'Orme's deception was of a 

peculiar and uncharacteristic sort, because he was doing far more 

than he owned to, not less. 

· \nothcr aspect of the difficulty of seeing through the claim is the 

fugitiw character of our third term the drawing and its virtual ab-
' ' 

sence from our account of the making of architecture. Invoking it, 

I shall now try to reconstruct the procedure adopted by de l'Orme 

for making the tracery of curvesY 

Put out of mind, for the moment, the floor, and look only at the 

dome. First, notice how the curved ribs approach the oculus ring, 

glance across it, and return, making eighteen continuous loops 

around it (in fact the stone wreath around the oculus overlaps the 
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lines of tangency - see postscript at the end of this article). Then 

notice how the returning ends of the same loops, as they descend, 

meet at points along the equator of the dome (obscured by the 

cornice in the photograph). \Ale may then think of the network as 

made up of eighteen identical teardrop-shaped rings eccentrically 

placed on the surface of the hemispheres as if spun round its ver

tical axis. T hese are obviously complex, three-dimensional curves, 

neither circular nor elliptical. T he most useful clue so far is in the 

fact that they make closed loops. H ow could these complex curves 

be defined on the spherical surface with such precision? It was 

certainly not through the expedient of dividing the hemisphere 

itself into rings of latitude and lines of longitude and then 

interpolating diagonal curves - the procedure adopted, as far as I 

can tell, by every other architect faced with a similar problem28 as 

no handy gradation of latitudes could have procured tangency 

around the oculus. On the other hand, de l'Orme possessed an un

usual and, within architecture, perhaps uniquely vivid compre-

12. Suggested plan for 
the 1 raccry of the dome 
of the Royal Chapel, 
,\ne t, drawn by the 

authm: 

11 . l'lan ,ulCI perspective 
,t•nion of the Royal 
ChapeL \ net. Engra\"ing 

h~ J. -. \. du Gareau. 

I 

l - - __ _.J 

hension of projective relations, as can be seen from the Premier Tome 

de l'Arclzitecture that he published in 156 7/ 9 packed with abstruse 

stereotomic diagrams involving projections of nameless exotic 

curvatures. One of the remarkable features of these is that every 

last one has its origin in a circle. But, as the circles are collapsed, 

elongated, ramped then projected onto cones, cylinders or spheres 

at glancing angles, they metamorphose into thoroughly plastic, 

volatile shapes, commensurable only through the procedure of 

projection itself. This is the other significant clue. 

Is there, then, a format of circles on a plane surface that would, 

through parallel projection onto a hemisphere, transform into 

a nest of teardrops with the requisite number of intersections? 

T he answer is yes, and it turns out to be the simplest possible ar

rangement: an annular envelope of circles (Fig. 12). This annular 

envelope, I suggest, is the real plan of the dome. Each one of the 

circles within the envelope would produce, under projection, 

another closed curve, but of quite different shape. The easiest way 
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to envisage this is to think of the circle as the base of a cylinder (the 

sides of the cylinder being the projector lines) which cuts through 
the hemisphere whilst touching its rim. 

The resulting closed curve on the hemisphere, half of what is 

called a hippopede/ 0 looks nothing like the circle from which it has 

arisen and, although the number of intersections stays the same, 

neither do the original ensemble of circles resemble their projected 

translation on the dome. The envelope of circles on the plane can 

be seen to have an unfortunate appearance, the middle lozenges of 

the annular ring limply slumped in a distribution that has neither 

the dynamic suggestiveness nor the quasi-structural appearance 

of the dome, and it fails conspicuously to register the accelerating 

contraction towards the inner ring so pronounced above. So, rather 

than dutifully deposit a piece of didactic evidence on the floor~ de 

l'Orme tinkered with it, expanded it and then clipped off its outer 

rim until it looked sufficiently like the system of intersections to 

which it had given shape (Fig. 13).31 From this we may infer that, for 

de l'Orme, in the end, the desire for perceptible likeness took 

precedence over the desire to demonstrate the rigorous method 

through which the visible difference had been achieved. The 

choice to eclipse his own cleverness by marring the projecti,·e 

equivalence between the two patterns is ail the more poignant, 

given his insufferable tendency to brag elsewhere in the Tome. 

T his is an interesting discovery, because it shows the geometric 

original to be completely expendable, and indeed quite ugly in 

comparison with its much more wonderful product. Parallel pro

jection in this example engendered more potent forms from less, 

and did it by an ingenious, regulated distortion of a shape 

regarded, by common consent, and by de l'Orme himself in his 

writings on architecture, as perfect to start with: the circle. 32 Happy 

results do not of course occur under guarantee of the drawing 

178 technique, also requiring, as they do, an inquisitive mind, a very 

strong presentiment of the sense within forms, together with a 

13A and B. Paving of 

Lhe Royal Chapel, AneL , 

shown Qeft) as a portion 

of an expanded version 

of figure 12. Drawing by 
the author. 
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penetrating ability to visualize spatial relations. This ability was 

doubtless enhanced by the practice of projective geometry, but not 

purchased with it. Still, it would be as crude to insist on the archi

tect's unfettered imagination as the true source of forms, as it 

would to portray the drawing technique alone as the fount of for

mal invention. The point is that the imagination and the technique 

worked well together, the one enlarging the other, and that the 

forms in question - and there are many more, not only in de 

l'Orme's work, but in French architecture through to the end of 

the eighteenth century - could not have arisen other than through 

projection. A study of de l'Orme's use of parallel projection shows 

drawing expanding beyond the reach of unaided imagination. 

This, then, was architectural drawing in a new mode, more 

abstract in appearance, more penetrating in effect, capable of a 

more unsettling, less predictable interaction with the conventional 

inventory of forms of which monumental buildings are normally 

composed, destructive also of metric proportionality, the foun

dation of classical architecture (see below), and suggestive of a per

verse epistemology in which ideas are not put in things by art, but 

released from them. Accordingly, to fabricate would be to make 

thought possible, not to delimit it by making things represent their 

own origin (as tiresome a restriction in art as in social life). 

The pattern of the dome ribs at Anet does have a provenance. A 

somewhat dubious iconography may even be sketched out. Acker

man, in his study of Michelangelo's Campidoglio pavement, found 

a medieval astronomical chart in a similar pattern of twelve rings, 

indicating lunar revolutions during the course of a year. It is poss

ible, though by no means certain, that an investigation of sources 

would reveal links between the solar and lunar charts, other 

diagrams of this form, the Campidoglio pavement and Anet.n It 

might even divulge an informing symbolism that would explain the 

increased number of rings at Anet. Although this has not yet been 

done, let us assume that the quest for symbolic meaning would 

vielcl persuasive results. Where would this symbolism reside, if not 

;n the envelope of circles, which was really no more than an 

expendable piece of formwork for the transfigured phenomenon of 

the dome? \'\'ould we not be forced to concede, in the circum

stances, that the symbolism was a mere ingredient, lost in form, not 

carried in it? 
\\'hat comes out is not always the same as what goes in. Archi-

tecture has nevertheless been thought of as an attempt at maxi

mum preservation in which both meaning and likeness are 

transported from idea through drawing to building with minimum 

Joss. This is the doctrine of essentialism. Such essentialism was 

held to be paradigmatic throughout the classical period. I t was 

held to in architectural texts) but not always in architecture. The 

notable thing about the working technique used by de l'Orme, 

which could only be written about from within the limits of archi

tectural theory as a way of moving truth from here to there, was in 

the enchanting transfigurations it performed. Curiously, the plia

bility of forms was made possible by a homogenization of space. 

Orthographic projection is the language translator's dream. With

in its axioms the most complex figures may be moved at will into 

perfectly congruent formations anywhere else, yet this rigidly 

defined homogeneity made distortion measurable. It was th is capa

bility that de l'Orme exploited. 

Orthographic projection played its part as one of numerous 

techniques used by artists and architects to counteract the rampant 
. 
mstrumentality of essentialism/' which would have art be a form 

of haulage, transporting incorporeal ideas into corporeal cxpres-. 
stons. And there is an amusing irony in the prospect of the rigid 

bunch of spectral parallels along which lines were pushed in 

orthographic projection, disturbing the rigidly graded conceptual 

space through which ideas were pushed into things. 

The theme of this article is translation, and I am now talking 

about transportation. There are all those other identically prefixed 
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nouns too: transfiguration, transformation, transition, transmi

gration, transfer, transmission, transmogrification, transmutation, 

transposition, transubstantiation, transcendence, any of which 

would sit happily over the blind spot between the drawing and its 

object, because we can never be quite certain, before the event, 

how things will travel and what will happen to them on the way. \ \ 'c 

may, though, like de l'Orme, try to take advantage of the situation 

by extending their journey, maintaining sufficient control in transit 

so that more remote destinations may be reached. I retain this 

inane parable, as it gives some idea of what I believe to be the 

largely unrecognized possibility within drawing. One infidelity 

does stand out, however: these destinations are not like exotic, far

away places waiting to be discovered; they arc merely potentialities 

that might be brought into existence through a given medium. 

But always standing in the way are the pieties of essentialism and 

persistence (the confusion of longevity vvith profundity). vVhatcvcr 

modernism's much ventilated destructive achievements, it made no 

mark on these. In the region of drawing they operate either 

through insistence on a true and irreducible expressiveness, or in

sistence on perspectival realism, or in the demand that only pure 

geometric forms or ratios be employed. 

As regards the last, numerous analyses have been published, 

from the seventeenth century to the present day, divulging the 

secrets of the world's greatest works of architecture in the presence 

of underlying proportions. \tVithout denying either the presence of 

or the need for proportionality in architecture, attention might be 

directed to certain misconceptions. Not all proportionality is 

reducible to ratio, yet it is only as ratio that it has been admitted 

into architectural theory. A ratio is a comparison between two 

numbers, as 1 :--/2 or 3!.. Since numbers, having no tangible reality 

themselves, must be wilfully pushed into things, we have to ask how 

ratio can be made sensible in architecture; the answer leads back to 

our point of departure, the drawing. 

\\'bile the simplest means of expressing a ratio outside of num

. ·ts til<' division of a line, the second most simple expression is bcr 1s' 
.11.,.a lcnoth to breadth. In this surface-making form, ratio as an ' ~' , o 

resides in architecture. Ratios thus expressed fill a sheet like Lord 

~orth filled a chair: squarely. And it has to be a sheet of paper with 

110 
rucks or folds, and it has to be viewed frontally, otherwise the 

proportionality degenerates. The less Euclidean the plane, or the 

more oblique the point of view, the more degenerate the form. 

~C\ crthclcss, as long as the surface of the building maintains 

sufTicicnt identity with the sheet of paper, proportional ratios may 

be transl('rrccl with little loss. The very architects who used this 

approximate identity to such advantage, from Alberti to Palladio 

and latc1~ were preoccupied with establishing a canon of pro

portions. They were also keenly aware of the dangers that lurked 

in the third dimension, ready to degrade the beauty constructed so 

painstakin~ly in the flat. 35 But, a lthough this was a perplexing 

difficult}~ it was in accord with the en tropic account of value given 

in the doctrine of essentialism. Things were supposed to degrade 

as they moved from idea to object. It was a difficulty easy to 

articulate in theory, whereas the transfiguring capability in the 

drawing- was a potential advantage that was not. 

To judge from the nostalgic and at the same time dogmatic 

character of much twentieth-century literature on architectural 

proportion, all that has been well and truly 'lost' is any sense of the 

intrinsic limitation of the idea one remarkable demonstration of 
' 

this regained innocence being the analysis supplied by Matila 

Ghyka of Helen \tVills's face to prove that her beauty was founded 

in the golden ratio.% The analysis is not of the rotund, undulating, 

folded, punctured surface we call a face, but of quite another sur

face, onto which the face was flattened by the process of photo

graphy (Fig. 14). I present this as an inverted parody of de l'Orme's 

procedure at Anet. The existing allurin()' complex curvature of 
> b> 

\\'ills's fa · · · · ce 1s proJected through a camera lens onto a flat surface 
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hich is then inscribed an unprepossessing visor of lines 
upon '' 

·t . c·tccl from basic clements of plane geometry. Start from the cons Ill .._ 

I 
. 

1
c1 "ork backwards, and you get the spun fretwork in the 

('11( tll I 

• \net chapel dome. In Ghyka's analysis, basic plane geometry 

ended up as a foundation; at Anct it was just the beginning. 

De rormc \ ,, a'> not the only way; there were others, equally 

cflicacious. \study of other projects that ruptured the equi\'alrnce 

between dra'' ing and building Borromini 's S. Carlo a ile Quattro 

Forllanc or Lc Corbusicr's Ronchamp would show architects 

"orkino· c1uitc clifl('JTntly though perhaps, in both instances, more 
b 

in accord '' ith our prejudice that architects of genius (the horse 

tormented )), its bridle, the caged lion, to usc Borromini's bestial 
• 

images of himo;e!Q ,- must wrest themsch-cs free from the restriction 

of geometrical drawing rather than usc it. \ Vhilc I have no argu

ment with this point of view per se, it has left us insensitive to the 

potency that has existed still exists in the precision of the draw

ing. "hich is also capable of disengaging architecture from those 

same stolid c onf(mnitics of shape, propriety and essence, but from 

"ithin the medium normally used to enforce them. 

'1\m current aclvcrtiscments: a TV commercial for household 

paint which shows the frenetic and messy antics of a barbarous 

Glas\\ cgian artist whose studio is all the while being painted spot

less \\ hite b; a meticulous, imperturbable decorator; a newspaper 

ad lor the Youth Opportunities Programme that shows a lout spray

inQ; ·<;p trs · onto a \\·all, later transfigured into a white-coated ap

prentice painting a trim little nameplate for the same football club . 

Here is the absurd public prejudice in favour of neatness: neatness 

as a sign of civilization. There is a counter-prejudice, a reaction, a 

cultured expiat ion no less limitino· rcallv which operates in favour 
O' l' 

of the unpremeditated and unregulated as signs of art and feeling . 

:\either will do. Yet there is something about the way people work. 

It" ould be possible, I think, to write a history of \\·estern archi-
tenun· tint\. I II ,. 1 d . I . I I . ·r: . c \OU c 1a\'C 1tt e to o w1t 1 crt1cr stye or sJgmncat1on, 
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15. The, lnciml of Oq;•J, 
by William Blake. 

Frontispiece to Hurope: 
A Prophel)', I 791. 

concentrating instead on the manner of working. A large part of 

this history would be concerned with the gap between drawing and 

building. In it the drawing would be considered not so much a work 

of art or a truck for pushing ideas from place to place, but as the 

locale of subterfuges and evasions that one way or another get 

round the enormous weight of convention that has always been 

architecture's greatest security and at the same time its greatest 

liability. This is one of my ambitions: the history of Blake's ar

chitect geometer has been written a hundred times (Fig. 15); I 

would like to write the history of Giacinta Brandi's (Fig. 16),'1a not, 

I hasten to add, because she is so young and pretty, but because of 

the uncharacteristic expression on her face and in her posture. It is 

the kind of expression normally reserved in seventeenth-century 

painting for prostitutes and courtesans. The picture's subject is 

uncertain, its title a modern supposition resting on the fact that she 

186 holds dividers, nothing more. One might ask what such a figure is 

expected to do with the instrument she shows us. 

16. L'ilrchitel/ura (?), 
by Ciacimo Brandi, 

sc,·cntccnth ccnwry. 
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POSTSCRIPT 

I wrote this article before visiting Anet and seeing the dome and 

floor of the chapel. It seems to be as I described it, with the ex

ception of one detail which had escaped my notice in the photo

graphs available to me. After my return, another photograph one 

that I had taken showed this up. It is easier to discern projective 

relations between two such surfaces in photographs than in the 

building itself, where they cannot both be held in view at the same 

time, and it is only the recollection of apparent similarity that 

carries the idea of their relation within the building. (Given the 

difficulty of direct comparison, de l'Orme's modification of pro

jective equivalence to make the two surfaces look more alike is all 

the more effective and all the more artful.) The anomaly in my 

account of the chapel dome concerns the relation of the eighteen 

ribs looping round the lantern ring. I had thought that they pass 

across the edge of the lantern ring tangentially and seen from the 

floor they give every appearance of doing so - but they do not. In 

fact the lantern ring cuts a little way into the edge of the pattern of 

intersections, eliminating the final circle of half lozenges. Evi

dently this was another of de l'Orme's modifications of projective 

equivalence, because the marble inlay on the floor does include 

this part of the pattern. It is possible that this particular modi

fication had less to do with the forging of apparent likeness 

between dome and floor than with the technical difficulty of 

cutting such acute angles in the more friable stone of the dome. 
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18. One of the finest examples of this type is a lso in the Opera del Duomo in Siena. 

a drawing of the Siena Baptistery facade made around 1370, probably by 

cl · 1 · 1 d art frolll D omenico Agostino. The deeply recessed portals a n a1s e w1nc ows ep 

orthographic projection. See J ohn vVhitc, Art 011d Architecture in !tab• 1250 i.JOO 

I . . 01·tl1 1966) p. 327 and plate 154. \ \'hite also discusses the earliest (I Iannone s\\ ' ' . . . 

. 1.. ina- of this type the Orv1cto Cathedral facade by Lorenzo t-.Ianam, Ita hell I ( I cl\\ 1-, ' 

about 1310 p. 292). 

Edi B.trchcschi, L'Opera Completa di Ciollo (r-.Iilan, 1966), p. 126. Bacchcschi con-

19" 1 .. ttributiOJr however, White (supra, p. I 72) accepts it as probable while tests t H ,1 ' 

~0. 

Trachtenberg argues strongly that it is G iouo·s scheme and may even be his 

I · . '1 'l'rachtenbcrg The Camf?anile or Florence Cathedral: Ciollo's Tower ( Tcw 
( J"<l\\ lllg ·' . ' u 
York. 1971 . PP· 21 - ~8) . 

. \ccorcling to Panofsky, this was the case with not only Egyptian reliefs but also 

sculptures in the round. See Erwin Panofsky, 'The History of the Theory of 

Human Proportions as a Reflection of the History of Styles', in 1\feaning in the 

J/111al Ar!l New York, 1955), pp. 60-62 . 

21. L. B .. \lbcrti. The Ten Books rij Architecture, translated by Leoni, edited by Rykwert 

(I ,on don, 1955), book i, chapter i. 

')') E. H. Gombrich, Art and Illusion (London, 1972), part 111 , especially 'The --· 
1\ mbiguitics of the Third Dimension', pp. 204-44. 

23. 'Those who would take the trouble, will understand what I have clone with the 

spherical vault that 1 had to make for the chapel at Anet, with several sorts of 

branches inclined in contrary directions and forming by this means compart

ments that arc plumb and perpendicular above the plan and paving of the said 

chapel · De l'Ormc. Le Premier Tome de !'Architecture (Paris, 1567), chapter xi, p. I 12. 

21. The most comprehensive recent work on de l'Ormc is Anthony Blunt's Philibert 

de /'Or me London, I 958). Blunt noticed and accepted the projective relation in 

question p. 13). 

25. De l'Orme, ha\·ing noted the projection of the Aoor into the dome, referred the 

reader to a similar proposal, which he proceeded to demonstrate and expla in. 

This clid involve projection of a p la ne surface imo a spherical surface (supra, 

chapter xii, pp. 112-13), but it was a much sin1plcr pattern of concen tric squares 

on a j><J\"cment whose efTects in the dome could quite easily be visualized from 
the plan alone. 

26. The pnspeetivc section published by de l'Orme himsclr, primitive, like most of 

his pn:;pectivcs, showed the tracery inaccurately and d id not indicate the floor 

pattern 
1 
although there is one variant of this which docs include the pavement 

and shows it with the same number of imcrscctions as the dome). No ortho

graphi< drawings of the chapel by de I'Ormc survive. The plan publ ished by 

Anclrou<'t clu Ccrccau in Les plus excellents bastiments de France, vol. 2 (Paris, 1607), 

show{'d the floor nearly as laid (wrong number of arcs, right type of config

uration ,, but the superimposition of the lantern plan obscured the most critical 

area of' the pattern. The plan from the survey published by Ruclophe Pfnor in 

.1/onograjJ/zie du Chateau d'Anet (Brussels, 1867), to all appearances much more 

accurate, preserved the topological characteristics of the nest of curves, but did 

19 I 
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not draw them as circular arcs. while in the section both the curves and their 

intersections in the dome fail to correspond to the pattern as constructed. 

27. Blunt noted the ingenious nature of the coffering pauern, its departure from tlw 

usual method of compartmenting domes using lines of latitude and longitude. 

and the inaccuracy of available drawings, yet despite these perspicacious observ

ations his own account went quickly awry. H e wrote: 'through each of the 16 (.1i( 

points on the oculus two great circles arc drawn, linking it with two points on the 

equator separated from it on ground plan by what appears to be an angle of 

180°'. \ Vhat Blunt did was to give a description of du Cerceau's plan of the paw

mcnt (with its si:<tccn pairs of branches, not eighteen, calling the arcs great cir

cles and not taking into account the superimposition of the lantern plan in the 

du Cerceau drawing, which artefact gave rise to the effects he described in this 

passage. ln other words, he was describing part of a drawing of the Ooor, not the 

whole of the dome (great circles could not in any case meet twice on a hemi

spherical surface unless both intersections were on the rim). See Blunt, supra, pp. 

39-42. For my own investigations I have used a crude photogrammctry, with 

photographs of the dome and Aoor from the Conway Library, Courtauld In

stitute, and in Country Life, 16 l\Iay 1908, pp. 702-4. The method, in my hands. is 

not foolproof, but it is probably adequate. Ccn ainly it gives far more reliable 

results than could be obtained from existing drawings. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

If a sphere is divided as is a terrestrial globe, with lines of equal longitude and 

latitude, and the diagonals arc joined, a pattern of this type emerges (sec Fig. II 

in this article, from \V. Jamnitzer, PersjJectiva CorjJorum Regularium (I\uremberg, 

1568), series G, plate v). It differs significantly from the arrangement at Anet. 

however, in that all the spiralling diagonals radiate from the poles. At Anct this 

area is completely empty of curves. A simple metric division also gives the pat

tern of l\Iichelangclo's Campidoglio pavement. J\n O\'al constructed with major 

and minor arcs of equal length made the divison of each of the four component 

curves into six equal parts along the perimeter an easy matter. Radii were joined 

to these from the centre of the o\'al, and then these radii were themselves divided 

into six equal parts. Joining these together produced a spider's web of concentric 

ovals across radial lines. Allernating diagonals within the network produced the 

pattern. Again, all the diagonals converged on the centre. 

I. . f 
De I'Ormc's stereotomy requires a separate study. His was the first pub tcauon ° 
the technique which maintained a distinct presence in French architecture \\'dl 

into the cio-hteenth century and was systematically taught well into the nine

teenth. Sc: j.-l\L Pcrouse de Montclos, L'Arclzitecture a Ia Franfaise (Paris, 19821. 

pans 2 and 3, especially pp. 80-95. 
. 

The hippopede was one of the few curves, other than the circle and the cot~IC 
sections, that was well established in ancient Greek geometry, its properues 

havino- been investigated by the mathematician Eudoxus in the fourth century 
b . 

BC. Sec Carl Boyer, A History of Afathemalics (New York, 1968), p. I 02 . It ts an 

:H . 

open question whether this was known to de I'Orme and, if it was, how it con

tributed to his usc of it in the chapel dome. 

This interpretation accords with the decreased number of intersections on the 

pan•ment. More importantly, it accords with the morphology of the pavement 

lozenges. In the envelope of circles I have proposed as the basis of the dome 

tr<KCI") the lozenges arc broadest in the middle of the annular ring and flatten 

towards the inner and outer rims. The pavement as built, by increasing the radius 

of the circles and extending tl1e outer rim of the envelope, plots only six of the 

original eight rings of lozenges onto the available Aoor space. The fact that the 

fourth and fifth rings of lozenges (numbered from the oculus outwards) are the 

same proportion, while the sixth (outermost) ring is noticeably flauer and 

comparable in proportion to the third ring, supports this conjecture, since this is 

cxacth the property of the full eight-ring envelope of curves. Not only does this 
• 

make the floor pattern look more like the expansive dome pattern, but the 

projecting cornice below the dome cuts the lower rim of the dome itself from 

view, obscuring much of the lowest ring of lozenges and making its observable 

density n·en more nearly equivalent to that of the Aoor. 

32. De I'Ormc, Premier Tome, p. 33. Yet de l'Orme was nowhere near as insistent on 

the perfection of the circle as other sixteenth-century writers on architecture, 

preferring to concentrate his praise on the figure of the cross. 

33. James S. Ackerman, The Architecture qf Miclzelangelo (Harmondsworth , 1986), 
pp. 167-8. I am grateful also to Richard Patterson for information on this. 

3•1. It is now often taken for granted that idealism and essentialism save us from the 

kind of instrumentality that comes with positivism. This they may or may not do. 

But I would insist that they bring with them other kinds of instrumentality and 

other varieties of subjection just as unsavoury. I would insist also that only some 

kinds of instrumentality are unsavoury. 

35. Thus Alberti, who had done more than anyone to propagate knowledge of per

spective in his book on painting, accused it of distortion in his book on archi

tecture 1 The Ten Books on Architecture ( 1955), p. 22). In the ensuing centuries, 

proportion, its inevitable distortion by the eye, and its practical 'adjustment' to 

counter the optical deceptions of three-dimensional embod iment were discussed 

by numerous authors. Claude Perrault gave a brilliant though highly critical ac

count of both proportion and adjustment in Ordonnance des cinq esjJeces de CoLonnes 
Paris l G83) (Ti · · 

c · • > • realiSe on the Five Orders, translated by John James (London, 1708)). 
36

· ~latila Ghyka, Le Nombre d'Or (Paris, 1931 ), p. 55 and plates 18-20. 

37. joseph C B .. 
lc . , onnors, orromzm and the Roman Oratory (Boston, 1978), p. 3. Connors's 

ctuH 011 S. Carlo at the Architectural Association in 1982 was very informative 
about Bor · ., . rommt s usc of drawmg. 

38. Rctnto G t L 
c u tuso, 'ojJera completa del Caravaggi.o (l\Iilan, 1967), pp. I 08-9. 
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